
On yer Heade: Renaissance Caps, Cawles and Coifs.
by Lady Katerina da Brescia

There was a time when most self-respecting Renaissance women would not have been caught
without some form of head wear. At this time, only maidens, unmarried women or children,
wore their hair loose. In the early 1500’s, even the Italians, so fond of showing off their hair,
often  had some kind of head covering, be it a veil, a cap or even a cawle of netting. 
In the later 1500’s, in some areas of Italy a cap was not always worn. In this case, the noble
Italian woman’s hair was usually adorned with jewels, pearls or ‘taped’ with ribbons. In
Venice, where head covering do not appear to be as popular, it appears that veils were worn
by unmarried woman, when in public (Vecellio Fig 93, p28). 

In general, some ‘thing’ would be worn on the head. Hair and hair adornments are another
subject, complete in itself. This article is centred around Cawles and Coifs, of the 1500’s,
which were all made of  material and generally unsupported or unstructured, as opposed to the
‘harder’ hats made from felt or stiffened card or buckram, as tall hats. Some of the Italian
headwear looks like overdeveloped cauls, called balzo, were possibly stuffed or wired. 

A Cawle by any other naym...
A Coif was a close-fitting cap. It could be won on it’s own, by peasants, but nobility usually
only wore it in this way in their own home. In public, it was generally worn under hats or
Cawles. Curiously it could also be worn with a forehead cloth. (Blackwork p64 ) For more
details, see Other Headwear section of this article. 

A Cawle, (caule, or caul- take your pick of spelling) was a small bag, often pinned over a bun.
The modern equivalent is the snood. It is a great general purpose headwear and can be worn
with English, most Italian, Flemish and German garb.

Muffin caps or bag headdresses: This is the standard Ren faire head wear. It was also called
the ‘Italian coif’ and was  also found in Flanders 1570’s. (there are examples at 16th Century
Cauls, hairnets and Snoods) The muffin cap was larger than the cawle, being also often
gathered in to a band. This band could be curved to mimic the shape of a coif (16th Century
Cauls, Hairnets and Snoods.). There is some discussion as to whether this was a separate hat
or whether the curved band muffin cap is actually a combination of coif and cawle (Tudor and
Elizabethan Coifs). The Vegetable seller, a painting by Flemish painter Beuckelaer (1573) and
de Heere’s sketch of the London washerwoman with these can be found on Drae Leed’s
websites. 
Fig 1: Coif, Fig 2: Italian cawle, Fig 3. Muffin cap
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Regional differences: Italy vs England Renaissance
To appreciate regional differences, it is necessary to look at portraits of the era. Many
portraits. This gives an idea of trends of head wear in the late 1500’s. I say trends, as selected
portraits cannot give total definition to the specific region. They are only a sample, usually of
what was worn by those who could afford to have their portraits painted and in the style the
sitter requested. I have listed the URL of many of the portraits I have used, for your
convenience. I would suggest, for a specific region, to investigate painters and portraits of the
area and time you are interested in.

In general, coifs appear to have been more popular in England than in Italy, especially when
concerning the nobility. The Elizabethans often wore them with other head wear including a
tall hat, caps and coifs. (Queen Elizabeth’s Wardrobe Unlock’d) English cawles were smaller
than that of the Italian fashion. The English wore them very far on the back of the head,
covering the bun. Examples are seen in Le Femmes Musiciennes (web ref 16)

Italian cawles (scuffia) were not usually worn under a hat, as was the style in England. They
were usually worn alone, or with jewelry, allowing more of the hair to be visible. Italians
tended to have much larger cawles, sitting half way back on the head (Lorenzo Lotto’s Christ
taking leave of his mother), or in some cases, low down on the back of the head, in line with
the ears, covering the hair much more like our ‘modern day’ snoods (Vecellio Fig 72 p22).
However there are exceptions as found in the Florentine painting: Domenico Ghirlandaio’s
Portrait of a Lady, 1480 (web ref 14.) where the cawle covers the bun in English fashion.
Note that it is still larger than many of the Elizabethan cawles. Netted cauls appear to have
been popular especially in the earlier 1500’s as can be seen in the famous painting of
Bronzino’s Eleanor of Toledo (web ref 10) and others. Both countries could have extremes of
decoration. 
Flemmish working women appear to have plainer, white linen cauls. However, references
suggest that there were black wool or silk ones as well. (16th Century Cauls, Hairnets and
Snoods) They were more like the smaller Italian cawles.

German Cawles, as can be seen in paintings by Cranach, were large reaching to the forehead
hairline, covering almost all of the hair but not covering the ears. They are seen, in his
paintings, either alone or under those beautiful large High German hats.

A historie of  Elizabethan Headwear makers:
In Elizabeth’s court, hats were not were not made by Tailors. In 1590’s, cauls, coifs and
‘attires for the head’ that were made of network, lawn trimmed with lace, silk braids were
recorded as being made by the Queen’s silkman and silkwoman. (Queen Elizabeth’s Wardrobe
Unlock’d  p206) In 1585 onwards, Roger Montague (silkman) supplied caules, coifs, crespins
and riding shadows (p205).  Dorothy Speckard, Queen Elizabeth’s silkwoman, suppplied
headwear cauls, coifs after 1593.(p132 and 206 Queen Elizabeth’s Wardrobe Unlock’d) 

What are lyttle Cawles made of...
COIFS:
The Michaelmas Warrant of 1594, notes that John Parr made coifs of lawne and tafetta.
(p192) In 1587, Roger Montague made two coyves of fine Holland Cloth. (p. 205) and in
1588 there is mention of a coyfe of fine black camerick. (p. 327) Queen Elizabeth herself, in
her procession through London before her coronation, wore a coif of gold (cloth of gold?)
without lace, under her gold crown. (p 53, all from Queen Elizabeth’s Wardrobe unlock’d)
Linen was also used. 

CAWLES:



According to Queen Elizabeth's Wardrobe Unlock'd , cawles were mainly made of fabric with
or without netted cord or just netting through which hair can be seen. Netting was popular in
Italy, and it seems especially in Florence (see website picture references). According to
Textiles and Clothing (p 145),  from the late 14th C onwards, the cording for knotted mesh
(netted) hairnets became larger and sturdier making it easier to attach jewels. 
An interesting comment in Queen Elizabeth's Wardrobe Unlock'd, was in the Lady Day
warrant of 1603 (Yes, I know this is borderline to our period) of two heare cawles couriouslie
made in workes of haere! (p 226 Elizabeth's Wardrobe Unlock'd) Within our period, there is:
two cawles ‘wrought with knottes of heare’ were also dated at 1588 (p 206) 
Fabrics used included linen, velvet, silk, tafetta sarconett. In the 1590’s they were made of
‘network, lawn and other fine materials’. Linings of sarcenet or satin were used for cawles (all
p 327, Queen Elizabeth's Wardrobe Unlock'd)  

MUFFIN CAPS: were larger than the cawle, often made of linen, black wool, silk , decorated
fabric. (Queen Elizabeth's Wardrobe Unlock'd & 16th Century Cauls, Hairnets and Snoods)

Just for the record, Cawles in Renaissance were not crocheted. Though this gives a good
approximation of a netted cawle, with much less time involved and probably cheaper, they are
not documentable. (Note: I do have one that I have used many times and still in emergencies).

And on that question on knitting? According to Textiles and Clothing, there were knitted caps
- surviving from the 16th C. These caps were heavily fulled and brushed to create a nap, unlike
the earlier caps found 14th C. which were of stocking stitch. (p74)

Decoraytyng yer headwear - Collors and Sondry silkeworke
Head wear were often decorated with blackwork, ribbon, embroidery, couching, pearls, gems
and spangles -whatever the well dressed Elizabethan could afford or get away with, given the
sumptuary laws of the period. There is unfortunately little I could find on Italian cawles, other
than in portraits. Most of the documentation found is based on Elizabethan coifs and cawles.

Coifs were often blackworked (p192 Queen Elizabeth’s Wardrobe Unlock’d) or had
‘silkeworke of sondrie collors’. Blackwork was commonly done in black silk, red and gold
(Blackwork). Other colours used in embroidery were blue and gilt. Spangles were often used
in decoration. (Blackwork p64) White needlework was recorded, in  Queen Elizabeth’s
Wardrobe Unlock’d (p132):

‘one coyfe of fine camerick with black and white silk with needlework lase’
Embroidery stitches used included: stemstitch, backstitch and cross stitch, chain stitch, running
stitch (Queen Elizabeth’s Wardrobe Unlock’d and Blackwork) and buttonhole stitch (V&A
website).
Motifs and designs included flora and fauna branch, fruit, leaves, animals, curving scroll, filled
in with counted thread work or speccle stitch. Important motifs were lilies, roses caranations,
pomegranites (p64, Blackwork)
Bobbin lace was often used to edge the coif and could be white or black (Queen Elizabeth’s
Wardrobe Unlock’d p.205): 

2 coyves of fine Holland Cloth, black silk drawne work edged with black and
white silk lace 

According to Queen Elizabeth’s Wardrobe Unlock’d, colours used for cawles included: heare
colour (1587: p.327), black silk, gold, silver, (p.192), white (p.205). Linings mentioned
included black and orange sarcenet and satin and haere colour. (p.327).
Descriptions of decorations, and items supplied for decoration of cawles, can be found in the
various warrants from Queen Elizabeth’s Wardrobe Unlock’d:



1587: supplied vj cawles of heare colour stitched cloth...... 
1590’s: network, lawn other fine materials. trimmed with lace, silk braids. (p132
and p.205):
six fine knotted cawles with chain stitch.  (p205)
1587: black jett bugell drop for fine white knotted cawles.
1587: supplied vj cawles of heare colour stitched cloth with heare and black
taffetta sarconett garnished with strings of heare colour silke lase.
6 white with chainstitch
2 cawles of fine network
1590’s:- network, lawn other fine materials. trimmed with lace, silk braids.

In 1564, Queen Elizabeth visited Cambridge. It was recorded that she wore her hair in a cawle
set with pearls and precious stones and a hat over it, spangled with gold with a bush of
feathers. (Queen Elizabeth’s Wardrobe Unlock’d )

From portraits, I have found whiteworked cawle, edged with pearls in Domenico
Ghirlandaio’s Portrait of a Lady, 1480. A netted cawle in black and gold ribbon with jewelled
band as seen in Agnolo Bronzino’s Portrait of a Lady, 1533, a gold netting in Bronzino’s
Portrait of a Little Girl with a Book. White with a veil over it (Giuliano Bugiardini’s Portrait
of a Woman, called The Nun, 1506-1510) , gold tissue with gold stripes (Tiziano Vecellio
(Titian) Portrait of a Woman Known as La Schiavona 1511), red, black with an embroidered
edge (Ridolfo del Ghirlandaio’s Portrait of a Woman, 1509 florentine), gold netting with
jewels attatched at the intersections (Venetian School Portrait of a Lady, 1525 maybe
florentine style)

For details on High German and Flemmish Cauls, I would suggest looking at more detail at
the paintings and drawings of Lucas Cranach, or the Flemish painter Beuckelaer. I have not
done a lot of research in this area. It seems, from the portraits I have seen by Cranach, that red
was the most popular colour for a German Cawle, often with a ‘network’ of cord, pearls or
spangles? on the body of the cawle, and an embroidered band.

Muffin Cap: - the Elizabethan white and black seemed to be the main colours reported. There
was not as much detail available as on Coifs or Cawles. (Queen Elizabeth's Wardrobe
Unlock'd & 16th Century Cauls, Hairnets and Snoods)

Anatomie of a Cawle - how I mayde mine.
CAULS

The Inspiration:
I scoured the net, is as my want and found the picture: Domenico Ghirlandaio Portrait of a
Lady, 1480. A smaller Italian (Florentine) snood with whitework and pearl edging. 
Method:
Make a circle (approx.
40cm diam, for larger
Italian cawle, and 30 cm
diam , for smaller
Elizabethan Cawle). I used
a 45 cm circle. Gather
approx. 1.5 cm in from
edge, to the headband
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width. (Fig 4) (Measure
around head to where you
want the cawle) I used
60cm, as I wanted a larger
Italian one.
Fig 6 & 7: sew band on. 
It is easier to do any
embroidery and decoration
on the cawle before you
start making it up. (fig 7)

I  did whitework
pomegranites in splitstitch on
the cawle and headband. The
headband was edged with
pearls, using blanket stitch to
position them on the very
edge of the band.
Viola! The finished article!
Fig. 9.

Anatomie of a Coyfe - how I mayde mine
From  Queen Elizabeth’s Wardrobe Unlock’d and Blackwork, we can find examples of coifs
and how they were made. The general shape was curved, over the ear, back on the temple and
to a peak at the top. It appeared to be stitched from the peak back, with the top back being
gathered in place to give a more rounded shape. This would leave an area for a bun to be
placed. There are worked loops along the bottom, through which a cord is run which ties
under the chin.

Inspiration:
I found pictures of some extent coifs, (Woman's coif late 16th century at Victoria& Albert
museum) and a blackwork sleeve from Janet Arnold's Queen Elizabeth's Wardrobe Unlock'd
(fig 274) dated 1600. Both were linen with black silk blackwork. The coif had bobbin lace
around the face.

Materials:
Most of the research that I came across showed the coif made of linen, so I bought 100% linen
from Lincraft. I couldn't afford silk thread at the time, and had some black DMC cotton
embroidery thread so decided to use this. I used interfacing to draw my pattern and stitched
over it, then removed the paper as the pattern was completed. Very time-consuming, but as I
figure, it was one way the pattern was copied in period. The bobbin lace and fingerbraid cord
were both made from cotton.

Design:
I based my designs on the swirling vine, common at the time, but used the details from the
sleeve in Queen Elizabeth’s Wardrobe Unlock’d. I used the common shape of the coif, with a
pointed front at the forehead. 

Execution:

Fig 8
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The pattern was attatched to a piece of
rectangular linen. From the research I had done
and some of the extent pictures I found, it
seemed that the coif pattern was stitched onto
a rectangular shape and then cut out later
(Blackwork & Tudor and Elizabethan Coifs
Gallery). This also made it much easier to
embroider on a hoop. The entire pattern is
shown in Fig 10. I used Holbein/ running stitch
(I didn't know any better, thinking all
blackwork must be done this way!) and chain
stitch for the vines. This when I discovered that
this stitch takes forever. I have now learnt that
freestyle patterns were often done in split
stitch. So much quicker! (Fig 1 shows the finished coif)
I used cotton thread and hand sewed the seam, used cotton to line the coif, made a channel, on
the inside of the coif, for the newly made white cotton fingerbraided cord, and made cotton
bobbin lace for around the face. 

A Lyttle on Other Headcoverings:
Roger Montague (silkman) supplied caules, coifs, crespins and riding shadows (Queen
Elizabeth Wardrobe’s Unlock’d  p.205)

A forehead cloth was a triangle of linen made of similar materials and with similar decoration
and  just as richly embroidered as many coifs were. It was worn with the flat side across the
forehead, and the point trailing back over the head, over the coif. (Blackwork  p.64 &  Queen
Elizabeth Wardrobe’s Unlock’d  p.49) camericke (Queen Elizabeth Wardrobe’s Unlock’d  
p205)

Cornet: A coif with long ears hanging down deep to top of breast. tied under chin. (Queen
Elizabeth Wardrobe’s Unlock’d.)

Crespin (or creppin): golde and silver, venice silver and venicegold, (Queen Elizabeth
Wardrobe’s Unlock’d  p205)

Riding Shadows: ‘mask’ made from velvet or sarconet, with holes cut for eyes, for protection
when riding or from the dust or sun (Queen Elizabeth’s Wardrobe Unlock’d p 202,203)  
Other descriptions are of fine white sipers with gold and silver lace work around. or tafetta
sarconet, and chin shadows cutt lawne with ruffs at the top, (p250)

Hoods: A Warrant in Queen Elizabeth Wardrobe Unlock’d (p202) mentioned black sarcenet,
black and crimson velvet,black faffata, with spanych Lace and silkwork (p141) for use for
making hoods. There was also mention of some being lined with flanel, for warmth ((p204).
Hoods were embroidered like coifs often with a border of bobbin lace They were apparently
popular with elderly ladies, during the 16thC. (Blackwork p69 and  p 71) 

Men’s Headwear: 
Night cap: a cap worn by men of all ages. Worn inside during the day. Night caps were
blackworked, as the coif. Speckling stitch could also be used to fill in the designs. Blackwork
(p 76) shows an unfinished night cap with spangles.

fig 10.



Flat hats are well known throughout the Society and is almost an Elizabethan staple. It is a
simple cap made from 2 ‘empty’ circles, making a brim, and a full circle making the crown.
For women, it appears they were worn over the coif or cawle. Flat hats were made from black
velvet with silk lining. Raphael’s Portrait of Joanna of Aragon shows a red velvet flat hat
(woman). Decorations included couching (Patterns of Fashion) aglets and feathers (Moretto
da Brescia’s melancholy Unknown Man) and jewels (Joanna of Aragon).
Hattes were made from Rya wool, felt, silk, velvet and taffettie with silk lining. Colours
included white black, russet, red, greene, yellow.(Patterns of Fashion p.31)

Glossary
Cameric - a kind of linen, originally made at Cambray, Flanders.
Couched - form of embroidery laying cords/threads, esp. metal threads, on top of fabric.
Counted thread - form of blackwork, using running stitch- of geometric forms,often reversible
Haere - hair
Hatte - hat
Taffettie - tafetta of silk
Hollande cloth - general term for linen fabric. Originally made in Holland.
Lawne - fine linen used for ruffs, sleeves, chemises.
Rya - top fleece of sheep with shiny, hard texture, then later a knotting technique
Spangles - period equivalent of sequins. 
Sarcenet - thin silk taffetta 
Spanisheworke - English name often given to blackwork
Speccle stitch - form of embroidery, using running stitches to form dots of increasing intensity 

to give shading.
Venetian punto scritto - Italian for writing stitch

Appendix - Period texts and Elizabethan Sumptuary Laws on headwear:

1. Anatomie of Abuses, 1583

Stubbes on Hats

Some times they were them sharp on the crowne, pearking up like a sphere, or shafte of a
steeple, standing a quarter of a yard above the crowne of their heades; some more, some less,
as please the phantasies of their mindes. Othersome be flat and broad on the crowne, like the
battlements of a house. Another sort have round crowns, sometimes with one kind of bande,
sometime with an other; nowe blacke, nowe white, nowe russet, nowe red, nowe greene, now
yellowe, now this, nowe that, never content with one colour or fashion two dayes to an ende. .
.And as the fashions bee rare and straunge, so are the thinges wherof their Hattes be made,
diverse also; for some are of silke, some of velvet, some of taffetie [taffeta], some of sarcenet,
some of wool: and which is more curious, some of a certaine kind of fine haire, far fetched and
deare bought, you may be sure; And so common a thinge it is, that everie Servingman,
Countreyman, and other, even all indifferently, do weare of these hattes . For he is of no
account or estimation amongst men, if hee have not a velvet or a taffatie Hatte, and that muste
be pincked and cunningly carved of the beste fashion; And good profitable Hattes bee they, for
the longer you weare them the fewer holes they have. Besides this, of late there is a new
fashion of wearing their Hattes sprung up amongst them, which they father upon the
Frenchmen, namely to weare them without bandes; but how unseemlie (I will not say how
Assy) a fashion that is, let the wife judge. Notwithstanding, howe ever it bee, if it please them,
it shall not displease me. An other sort (as phantasticall as the rest) are content with no kind of
Hatt without a great bunche of feathers of diverse and sundrie colours, peaking on toppe of
their heads, not unlyke (I dare not say) Cockscombes, but as sternes of pride and ensigns of
vanitie; and these fluttering sayles and fethered flags of defiance to vertue (for so they are) are



so advaunced in Ailgna [England] that every Childe hath them in his hat or cap: many get
good living by dying and felling of them, and not a fewe proove them selves more than fooles
in wearing of them.

Stubbes on Women's Headwear

Than, on toppes of these stately turrets ( I meane their goodly heads wherin is more vanitie
than true Philosophie now and than) stand their other capitall ornaments, as french hood, hat,
cappe, kercher, and such like; wherof some be of velvet, some of taffetie, some (but few) of
woll, some of this fashion, some of that, and some of this color, some of that, according to the
variable fantasies of their serpentine minds. And to such excesse it is grown, as every artificers
wyfe (almost) wil not stick to go in her hat of Velvet everye day, every marchants wyfe and
meane Gentlewomen in her french-hood, and everye poore Cottagers Daughter in her taffatie
hat, or else of woll at least, wel lined with silk, velvet or taffatie. 

They have also other ornaments besydes these to furnish foorth their ingenious heads, which
they cal cawles, made Netwyse, to th' ende, as I thinke, that the clothe of gold, cloth of silver,
or else tinsell (for that is the worst) wherwith their heads are covered and attyred withall
underneath their cawles maye appeare, and shewe it selfe in the bravest maner. So that a man
that seethe them would thinke them to have golden heads. And some weare Lattice cappes
with three hornes, three corners I should saie, like the forked cappes of the Popishe Priestes,
with their perriwincles, chitterlynges, and the like apishe toyes of infinite varietie 

Enforcing Statutes of Apparel
[Greenwich, 15 June 1574, 16 Elizabeth I]

MEN:
None shall wear:
Caps, hats, hatbands, capbands, garters, or boothose trimmed with gold or silver or pearl; silk
netherstocks; enameled chains, buttons, aglets: except men of the degrees above mentioned,
the gentlemen attending upon the Queen's person in her highness's Privy chamber or in the
office of cupbearer, carver, sewer [server], esquire for the body, gentlemen ushers, or esquires
of the stable
Hat, bonnet, girdle, scabbards of swords, daggers, etc.; shoes and  of velvet: except the
degrees and persons above names and the son and heir apparent of a knight

WOMEN:
None shall wear:
Any cloth of gold, tissue, nor fur of sables: except duchesses, marquises, and countesses in
their gowns, kirtles, partlets, and sleeves; cloth of gold, silver, tinseled satin, silk, or cloth
mixed or embroidered with gold or silver or pearl, saving silk mixed with gold or silver in
linings of cowls, partlets, and sleeves: except all degrees above viscountesses, and
viscountesses, baronesses, and other personages of like degrees in their kirtles and sleeves.
Cowls, sleeves, partlets, and linings, trimmed with spangles or pearls of gold, silver, or pearl;
cowls of gold or silver, or of silk mixed with gold or silver: except the degrees and persons
above mentioned; and trimmed with pearl, none under the degree of baroness or like degrees.

3.Modern History Sourcebook: 
William Harrison (1534-1593): 
Description Of Elizabethan England, 1577
(from Holinshed's Chronicles)



Chapter VII : Of Our Apparel And Attire  
[1577, Book III., Chapter 2; 1587, Book II., Chapter 7.]

COLOURS:
Neither was it ever merrier with England than when an Englishman was known abroad by his
own cloth, and contended himself at home with his fine carsey hosen, and a mean slop; his
coat, gown, and cloak of brown, blue, or puke, with some pretty furniture of velvet or fur, and
a doublet of sad tawny, or black velvet, or other comely silk, without such cuts and garish
colours as are worn in these days, and never brought in but by the consent of the French, who
think themselves the gayest men when they have most diversities of jags and change of colours
about them. 
...... I might here name a sort of hues devised for the nonce, wherewith to please fantastical
heads, as goose-turd green, peas-porridge tawny, popinjay blue, lusty gallant, the
devil-in-the-head (I should say the hedge), and such like; but I pass them over, thinking it
sufficient to have said thus much of apparel generally, when nothing can particularly be spoken
of any constancy thereof.
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